ECOt!® Drytoilet can be used in festivals, camps, cottages,
in boating and in the events where placement of latrine
is difficult.
ECOt!® Drytoilet can prevent the spread of faecal bacteria,
when users are limited and usage time is short.
ECOt!® Drytoilet can be used for months or until
the drytoilet is full and absorbent material does not absorb
anymore.
Products lifecycle is approximately 15-20 times of usage. Seat is
a reinforced cardboard box which holds weight up to 200kg.
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ECOt!® Drytoilet
Inside the box is a compostable bag and 25 liters of ORS-Sorb® Special absorbent.
Absorbent is non-toxic and fully biodegradable.
Perforation on the cover of the cardboard box.
ECOt!® is a registrated Trademark.
ECOt!® is fully biodegradable solution.
USAGE
Prior to the usage see instructions on the side of the box.
ECOt!® drytoilet can only be used in a seated position.
Do not use in standing position.
Do not stand on the drytoilet.
Lid to be covered after each use.
To be disposed immediately after the usage.
Only for short-term usage.
DISPOSAL
Prior to disposal, become clear of the regulations in your are for the disposal of faeces.
To be disposed immediately according to the instructions when operating cycle is full
or the toilet is full after approximately 15-20 times of usage.
Exterior cardboard box can be disposed by burning.
ORS-Sorb ® Special absorbent bag to be disposed in normal waste (not decomposable)
ORS-Sorb ® Special absorbent powder is fully biodegradable.
SALES PACKAGE
1 Reinforced cardboard box
1 Cardboard box cover with flip up lid.
1 Compostable bag: 150 liters.
1 Absorbent bag: ORS-Sorb® Special 25 liters.
User instructions on the side of the box.
Package size: 50x30x50 (cm)
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